Stanford ARTS
CAMERA AS WITNESS Program
presents the MOVING FORWARD series
in-person event celebrating Earth Day

co-presented with
Bechtel International Center, Santa Clara County,
School of Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences, Stanford Film Society,
Students for a Sustainable Stanford and Stanford Medicine and the Muse

FREE and open to the public
THURSDAY, April 28 8:00PM
Stanford Medical School Li Ka Shing Center Building, Room LK130

YOUTH v GOV (110 min US)
a documentary directed by Christi Cooper, produced by Olivia Ahnemann

Following the screening discussion with

Pat Burt                Mayor of Palo Alto
Christi Cooper and Olivia Ahnemann  filmmakers
Miko Vergun and Philip Gregory  subjects of the film

moderated by Jasmina Bojic  Camera as Witness Program Director and Founder of the International Documentary Film Festival UNAFF

This event is supported by the Billie Achilles fund and the Bechtel International Center
CAW is generously supported by the Atlantic Philanthropies, Helen and Peter Bing,
The Marcus Family, the Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education et al.